The semiderivative is seen to be a symmetric peak with a flat ba ine.
height of centration of oxidi k is linearly proportional to the bulk con species. At 25°C the peak width at half the k maximum is (12):
For the case of a free metal in equilibrium with N labile metal complexes the derivative wave is (9): nFm* 2nF{ e(E) ~ 4RT sech 2RT ( ( Eqn, 8) The programs NIFITl and BIMFIT were characteri synthetic fused peak systems constructed with the by deconvo 1 u·U curve shape. Table 2 gives the results of the fitting for NIFITl limited to ten iterations and for BIMFIT limited to 200 iterations. In Table 2 series A.
B. and C show respectively the influence peak potential, k height~ peak width on the efficiency of the deconvoluting programs,
ab e · ·1s coefficient of determination ) and is It is seen from Table 3 The 100 R 2 values in Table 3 and in nearly all of the series increase monotonically with concentration. The increase is due to the lessening ative importance of noise as concentration is increased. Perone (8) has noted the same effect.
Peak height vs. concentration plots for the single peak £.s.v.
are shown in Figure 3 . All three fi have intercepts near the origin, as in Eqn. 5. show the smallest deviation in peak height, as might be expected a non-overlapped peak. The indium peaks show the small devi ion, while cadmium shows the largest. This is consistent with the supposition that the fit to indium is worse than the other e1
The fit is to the peak near the peak maximum, while deviation from the sech 2 waveform would be expected further away from the maximum.
might not be accounted for in the overlap.
ight line fits of concentration vs. peak ight are shown in ngle peak a.s.v.: Table 6 I.,
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